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The core-hole excitation spectra—near-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS), x-ray emis-
sion spectroscopy (XES), and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shake-up satellites have been
simulated at the level of density functional theory for the azafullerene C59N and its derivatives
(C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60, in which the XPS shake-up satellites were simulated us-
ing our developed equivalent core hole Kohn-Sham (ECH-KS) density functional theory approach
[B. Gao, Z. Wu, and Y. Luo, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 234704 (2008)] which aims for the study of XPS
shake-up satellites of large-scale molecules. Our calculated spectra are generally in good agree-
ment with available experimental results that validates the use of the ECH-KS method in the present
work. The nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS, XES, and XPS shake-up satellites spectra in general can
be used as fingerprints to distinguish the azafullerene C59N and its different derivatives. Mean-
while, different carbon K-edge spectra could also provide detailed information of (local) electronic
structures of different molecules. In particular, a peak (at around 284.5 eV) in the carbon K-edge
NEXAFS spectrum of the heterodimer C59N–C60 is confirmed to be related to the electron transfer
from the C59N part to the C60 part in this charge-transfer complex. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868717]
I. INTRODUCTION
Heterofullerenes as one of the fullerene derivatives—in
which one or more cage carbon atoms are replaced by other
heteroatoms—have received particular attention since their
discovery. They are believed to possess different electronic
and chemical characteristics than pure carbon cages, and are
anticipated to have applications, for instance, in supercon-
ducting materials and photodiode-based devices.1, 2
Among different heterofullerenes, the aza[60]fullerene
dimer (C59N)2 is probably the most known one and with
macroscopic synthetic methods developed independently by
the group of Wudl3 and the group of Hirsch.4 As such,
(C59N)2 as well as its functional derivatives have been exten-
sively examined by both theoreticians and experimentalists,5
for instance, its electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),6–8
vibrational and Raman spectra,7, 9 electron spin resonance
(ESR),10 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),11 and x-ray
absorption and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XAS and
XPS),8, 12–14 have all been investigated and used to reveal its
stability, electronic, and chemical properties.
It is known from these studies, especially from the the-
oretical calculations and the XAS spectra at the carbon and
nitrogen K-edge, that the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) in the aza[60]fullerene dimer (C59N)2 is predom-
a)bin.gao@uit.no
b)deng@gznc.edu.cn
inantly concentrated on the nitrogen atoms and the inter-
molecular bond, while the lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital (LUMO) has strong carbon character.7, 8, 13, 15 This gives
a very different picture from that of a single C60 or C59N
molecule.7, 8
The problem of the C59N monomer is its unpaired elec-
tron which makes itself a rather reactive radical,15 such that it
was until recently synthesized by doping into the crystalline
C60,16, 17 in which the C59N molecules exist either in the form
of heterodimers C59N–C60 or dissociated monomers.17 It was
further confirmed from the ab initio calculations that the elec-
tron spin density of the heterodimer C59N–C60 resides mostly
on the C60 part.17 Even though its instability, the studies of
the C59N monomer is still an active field. For instance, by
utilizing its half-occupied molecular orbital, Zhao et al. have
proposed its use as the molecular rectifier.18 The hyperfine
couplings of the C59N monomer have also been studied at
different theoretical levels.19, 20
Another two simple but important members in the C59N
family are the hydroazafullerene C59HN and the ion (C59N)+.
The former has been studied much earlier as a simple satu-
rated molecule from the parent radical, but which is also the
parent for other hydroheterofullerenes.21 The latter was until
recently recognized as a key intermediate in the synthesis of
other heterofullerenes.5, 22
To briefly summarize here, the replacement of one or
more cage carbon atoms has opened up a new and rich
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field in fullerene science—“cage modification chemistry,”1 in
which the aza[60]fullerene and its functional derivatives have
played an important role in this area.5 Therefore, understand-
ing their electronic and chemical properties is paramount for
their further studies and applications. Many efforts have been
devoted to obtaining such knowledge as addressed in the
aforementioned studies, in which one may notice the role of
different x-ray spectra as valuable experimental techniques to
probe the electronic structures of the aza[60]fullerene dimer
(C59N)2,8, 12–14 and even the monomer C59N on the silicon
surface.23
The near-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEX-
AFS) is a well-known spectroscopic approach to detect the
local structures of molecules, and the information of unoccu-
pied molecular orbitals. As complementary, the x-ray emis-
sion spectroscopy (XES) is usually used to probe the occu-
pied density of electronic states of molecules. Both NEXAFS
and XES are element and site specific, which make them a
powerful technique to determine detailed electronic proper-
ties of materials. The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
shake-up satellites as used in Refs. 12 and 14 result from the
valence electron excitations accompanied with the core elec-
tron ionization, and it therefore could provide information
of the valence band of materials under the screening of the
core hole. Although there are many developed methods for
the simulations of NEXAFS and XES spectra at a relatively
high theoretical level, for instance, the full core-hole poten-
tial method for NEXAFS at the level of density functional
theory (DFT),24–26 the simulation of the XPS shake-up satel-
lites of large-scale molecules still presents great challenge for
computations at high theoretical level. Brena et al. have re-
cently proposed an approach to calculate the shake-up satel-
lites based on the equivalent core hole time-dependent density
functional theory (ECH-TDDFT),27, 28 in which the core hole
has been approximated by the equivalent core (also donated
as Z + 1 approximation), and the valence excitations in the
presence of the core hole are computed by using TDDFT cal-
culations within the Z + 1 approximation. The applicability of
the ECH-TDDFT approach has been demonstrated by simula-
tions of the shake-up satellites of benzene and another rather
large molecule—metal free phthalocyanine.27, 28
Our recently developed equivalent core hole Kohn-Sham
(ECH-KS) density functional theory approach29 has enforced
further approximations in the simulations of the XPS shake-
up satellites, in which only the one-electron transition be-
tween molecular orbitals within core-hole potential is con-
sidered. Notice that the one-electron transition is often the
dominant process for shake-up, the calculated shake-up satel-
lites from the ECH-KS approach show remarkable agreement
with results of the ECH-TDDFT calculations and available
experiments.29 The ECH-KS approach is therefore expected
to provide reliable assignments for the complicated shake-up
spectra of large-scale systems.
The purpose of the current work is therefore to pro-
vide a comparative theoretical study on the NEXAFS, XES,
and XPS shake-up satellites of five representative members
in the C59N family—C59N, (C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and
C59N–C60 based on the full core-hole potential method and
our developed ECH-KS approach, respectively. Although the
NEXAFS and XPS shake-up satellites of the aza[60]fullerene
dimer (C59N)2 and the NEXAFS spectrum of the monomer
C59N (on the silicon surface) have been reported,8, 12–14, 23 we
are unaware of such a study on other C59N family mem-
bers, especially a detailed theoretical study. As such, our
current study could provide valuable results to assist further
experimental measurements on these heterofullerenes and
derivatives.
The paper is organized as follows: the computational
details are given in Sec. II, while the results and discus-
sion are presented in Sec. III, including the electronic struc-
tures, NEXAFS, XES, and XPS shake-up satellites of the five
C59N family members—C59N, (C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2,
and C59N–C60. And our final conclusions are given in
Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
As shown in Fig. 1(a), we have plotted the nitrogen atom
and its three connected carbon atoms in the C59N monomer,
in which the atoms C2 and C′2 are symmetric equivalent. As
revealed from previous studies for instance Ref. 15, the link
between the C59N monomer and hydrogen, another C59N
moiety or C60 is made by a specific nearest neighbour of the
nitrogen atom, which is the atom C1 in Fig. 1(a). All the ge-
ometries of C59N, (C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60
were optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level using Gaussian 09
program30 in the current work and were confirmed to be the
minimum energy structure by frequency calculations. These
optimized structures were then used in the calculations of
core-hole excitation spectra.
Within the dipole approximation and sudden
approximation,31, 32 the intensities of the NEXAFS and
XES spectra are mostly governed by the dipole transition
moments 〈ψi |r|ψf 〉 (r = x, y, z), where ψ i and ψ f are,
respectively, the molecular orbitals (MOs) of the initial
and final states |i〉 and |f〉. In practice, the final state rule
is often used to simplify the calculations of the NEXAFS
and XES spectra. This rule was first developed by von Barth
and Grossman33 in 1979 for the calculation of the XES
spectra of simple metals, and was later generalized to the
NEXAFS and XES spectra of finite molecular systems by
Privalov, Gel’mukhanov, and Ågren.34, 35 According to the
final state rule, the accurate NEXAFS and XES spectra could
be obtained by only considering the final state wave functions
of the processes, i.e., valence hole states for the XES, and
core excited states for the NEXAFS.
Although the final state rule has greatly simplified the
computational procedure for the NEXAFS spectra, it is still
not feasible to get the transitions to all possible final states
from a state-by-state approach. The situation becomes even
worse for large systems with lots of MOs, especially a large
number of virtual MOs, which makes it impracticable to ac-
cess all the possible final states. A solution is to find one refer-
ence electronic configuration which could represent the char-
acters of all transitions, so that the spectrum in a wide energy
range can be generated from a single calculation.32 Various
approximations have been proposed to mimic the reference
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FIG. 1. (a) Molecular structure of C59N monomer and carbon atoms con-
nected to the nitrogen atom, in which the atoms C2 and C′2 are symmetric
equivalent; (b) and (c) Electron spin density of the C59N monomer and C59N–
C60 molecule calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G* level; (d) and (e) The HOMO
(α-spin) and LUMO (β-spin) of the C59N molecule calculated at B3LYP/6-
311+G* level; (f) and (g) The HOMO and LUMO of (C59N)+ ion calculated
at B3LYP/6-311+G* level.
electronic configuration, such as the Z + 1 approximation and
transition potential method.36
As regarding fullerenes, azafullerenes, and their deriva-
tives, many studies have confirmed the necessity of using the
so-called full core-hole (FCH) potential method for a reli-
able description of their NEXFAS spectra.24–26, 37, 38 In this
method, the reference electronic configuration is chosen as
a core-ionized state by neglecting the core-excited electron
which is believed to have smaller influence than the core
hole, and special basis set is usually recommended for the
excited atom.32 In the current study, we choose the triple-ζ
quality individual gauge for localized orbital (IGLO-III) ba-
sis set of Kutzelnigg, Fleischer, and Shindler39 for the excited
carbon or nitrogen atom, while other non-excited atoms are
described by model core potentials to facilitate the conver-
gence of the core-hole state. An even larger basis set—an
augmented diffuse basis set (19s, 19p, 19d) is then used for
the excited carbon or nitrogen atom in the NEXAFS spectra
calculations.
To further get the absolute energy position of the NEX-
AFS spectra, the Kohn-Sham (KS) method has to be
employed.24 As such, all the calculated NEXAFS spectra
are calibrated so that the first spectral feature corresponding
to the transition from the 1s level to the LUMO coincides
with the same one obtained from the KS calculations in
which the energy difference between the ground state and the
relaxed core-excited state is calculated. The ionization poten-
tials (IPs) are also calculated in the KS scheme where the
energy is taken as the difference between the ground state and
the fully optimized core-ionized state.
In the present study, all the NEXAFS spectra calcula-
tions and the KS calculations were performed with the
gradient-corrected Becke (BE88) exchange functional40 and
the Perdew (PD86) correlation functional41 by using StoBe-
deMon software.42 The relativistic effects of +0.2 eV for the
carbon K-edge and +0.3 eV for the nitrogen K-edge43 were
also included to produce the overall shift of the calculated
spectra. The NEXAFS spectra were finally generated by a
Lorentzian convolution of the discrete intensities with vary-
ing broadening. For the region below the IP the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) was set to 0.3 eV, for the next 5 eV
the FWHM is linearly increased up to 1.0 eV and at higher
energies a constant FWHM of 1.0 eV was applied.
In the case of XES spectra, the evaluation of the valence
hole states is needed according to the final state rule.33–35 This
could be simplified further by neglecting the effect of the va-
lence hole, and evaluating the XES intensity32
IXES(εif ) ∝ ε3if (|〈ψi |x|ψf 〉|2+|〈ψi |y|ψf 〉|2+|〈ψi |z|ψf 〉|2),
(1)
by using the wave functions from a ground state electronic
structure calculation. Here, εif = εi − εf is the MO energy
difference, and ψ i and ψ f are, respectively, the valence and
core orbitals of the ground state. The neglect of the valence
hole in the XES spectra calculations has been well tested in
many studies, see for instance, Refs. 26, 32, and 37 and refer-
ences therein.
The XES spectra were simulated using our developed
tool package BioNano-LEGO Version 2.044 after obtaining
the wave functions of the ground state from Gaussian 09
program.30 All the possible transition moments involved in
Eq. (1) were calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G* level. The com-
puted XES spectra were also convoluted by a Lorentzian func-
tion with FWHM as 0.3 eV.
Based on the work of Martin,45 the intensity ratio of the
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where ann′ and a0n′ are the configuration interaction expansion
coefficients, and Sn′ is the overlap between the excited “con-
figuration state function” (CSF) ψ (n
′)
f and the wave function
of the ground state ψg
Sn′ = 〈ψ (n
′)
f |ψg〉. (3)
Therefore, in contrast to the NEXAFS and XES spectra, the
dominant factor that governs the intensity of the XPS shake-
up satellites is not the dipole transition moment, but the over-
lap, or the so-called monopole transition Sn′ .46, 47
The key approximation made in the ECH-TDDFT
method is the replacement of the core hole by the
equivalent core, and that the valence electron excitations are
calculated from the TDDFT calculations in the presence of
the equivalent core.27, 28 The use of the ECH approximation
in the XPS shake-up satellites has already been illustrated in
several semiempirical computations.48–50 The combination of
the ECH approximation and the TDDFT technique provides
an efficient and accurate procedure for the computations of all
possible multiple valence electron excitations with inclusion
of the electron correlation.27, 28 The applicability of the ECH-
TDDFT approach has been demonstrated by Brena et al. in
the studies of the XPS shake-up satellites of benzene, metal
free phthalocyanine, and nickel phthalocyanines.27, 28, 51
The limitation of the ECH-TDDFT approach resides in
the TDDFT calculations at the current level of computational
capacities, especially in the case of large-scale molecules—
in which it is still not feasible for the present TDDFT calcu-
lations to compute the numerous excited states for the XPS
shake-up satellites. In the recent study by Gao et al.,29 the
ECH-KS method has been proposed for the computations of
the XPS shake-up satellites, which enforces further approxi-
mation in comparison to the ECH-TDDFT approach—using
the molecular orbital to represent the molecular state in a one-
electron sudden approximation. Apparently, the configuration
interaction is neglected in the ECH-KS method, so that some
details in the XPS shake satellites will be lost. However, as
demonstrated in Ref. 29, the results from the ECH-KS ap-
proach show remarkable agreement with those from the ECH-
TDDFT calculations and available experiments, such as dif-
ferent fullerenes and carbon nanotubes.29 The encouraging
performance of the ECH-KS approach could be understood
from the fact that the dominated excitation in the XPS shake-
up processes is often from one particular excitation channel.
Therefore, neglecting the configuration interaction will not af-
fect the assignments of the main spectral features in the XPS
shake-up satellites.29
Moreover, for systems that the first excited state could
be got from the ECH-TDDFT approach, one can further cal-
ibrate the ECH-KS results by lining up its first state to that
of the ECH-TDDFT calculations. Therefore, we have chosen
the ECH-KS approach in our current study for the computa-
tions of the XPS shake-up satellites. The calculations were
carried out at B3LYP level using the tool package BioNano-
LEGO Version 2.0.44 The 6-31G basis set was used for the
non-ionized atoms, while the IGLO-III basis set of Kutzel-
nigg, Fleischer, and Shindler39 was employed for the core-
ionized carbon or nitrogen atom (or the substituted nitrogen
or oxygen atom in the ECH approximation). The positions
of main lines (IPs) were obtained from the KS approach
during the procedure of the NEXAFS spectra simulations.
The calculated discrete shake-up intensities were further cal-
ibrated using the ECH-TDDFT calculations as aforemen-
tioned, i.e., the first spectral feature corresponding to the
transition to the first electronic excited state was lined up
to that from the ECH-TDDFT calculations. Afterwards, the
shake-up intensities were convoluted with a Lorentzian func-
tion of 0.3 eV FWHM to obtain the final XPS shake-up
spectra.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before presenting the results of different core-hole exci-
tation spectra of the C59N family members, it could be in-
teresting and necessary to discuss their electronic structures
from our calculations. First, we have the binding energies
(BE) of hydrogen atom, C59N and C60 to the C59N monomer
from
EBE = EC59N−X − (EC59N + EX), (4)
where EC59N−X is the electronic energy of molecules C59HN,
(C59N)2 or C59N–C60, EC59N is the electronic energy of the
isolated C59N monomer, and EX the electronic energy of
the isolated hydrogen atom, C59N or C60 molecule. The
calculated binding energies at B3LYP/6-311+G* level are
−77.519 (C59HN), −31.155 ((C59N)2), and −0.390 (C59N–
C60) kcal/mol. It is clear that the C59N–C60 molecule is quite
a weakly bonded dimer when comparing with the other two.
However, an interesting phenomenon of the C59N–C60
molecule is the distribution of its electron spin density, which
does not reside on the C59N part but on the C60 part.17 In
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), we have plotted, respectively, the elec-
tron spin densities of the C59N monomer and the C59N–C60
molecule from calculations at B3LYP/6-311+G* level. These
densities are visualized using ParaView program52 with an
isovalue as 0.004. From which, one can clearly observe the
transfer of electron spin density from the C59N monomer to
the C60 part, with a few left on the link carbon atom C1.
In Fig. 2, we further plot the binding energies between
the C59N and C60 parts, and Mulliken atomic spin densities of
these two parts as a function of the bond length of the C59N–
C60 heterodimer. From which, we can conclude that the en-
ergy difference between the heterodimer C59N–C60 and disso-
ciated pair of the C59N and C60 molecules is small, with a bar-
rier 8.69 kcal/mol as the bond length around 2.1 Å, which is
close to ∼11.53 kcal/mol as reported by Rockenbauer et al.17
From the Mulliken atomic spin densities in Fig. 2, one can
find around one electron transfer from the C59N part to the
C60 part at its energy minimum structure with the bond length
between these two parts as 1.600 Å. However, during the dis-
sociation of the heterodimer, the electron is transferred back
from the C60 part to the C59N, in which the spin density is
almost equally distributed on these two parts at the binding
energy barrier ∼2.1 Å.
In their studies of the heterodimer C59N–C60, Rocken-
bauer et al. also found there was no more heterodimer de-
tected above 360 K in the experiment, and the experimental
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FIG. 2. Binding energies (black circles) between the C59N and C60 parts, and Mulliken atomic spin densities of these two parts (C59N: red squares, C60: green
triangles) as a function of the bond length of the C59N–C60 molecule.
configuration fluctuates between the heterodimer and dissoci-
ated molecules at finite temperatures.17 Based on these the-
oretical and experimental results, we can conclude that the
C59N–C60 is indeed a charge-transfer complex, or a donor–
acceptor non-covalent compound,53 which is usually subject
to temperature, and has small binding energy in the compar-
ison to the covalently bonded molecules, such as the C59HN
and (C59N)2 molecules.
One may therefore expect such difference in the elec-
tronic structures of the C59N family members could be re-
vealed from the spectroscopic techniques, as which will be
discussed in Secs. III A–III C.
A. Carbon K-edge NEXAFS and XES
In the left panel of Fig. 3, we give the calculated
NEXAFS spectra at the carbon K-edge of molecules C59N,
(C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60. The MO transi-
tions from the carbon 1s orbital to the LUMO, LUMO+1, and
LUMO+2 are also shown as red, green, and blue bars under
the NEXAFS spectrum of each molecule, in which the contri-
butions from the β-spin electrons are given as negative num-
bers in the C59N and C59N–C60 molecules. For comparison,
the NEXAFS spectrum of the C60 molecule (Ih symmetry) is
also given at the bottom of this panel together with its discrete
intensities as red bars. Obviously, both the five C59N family
members and the C60 molecule possess four different peaks
(features) A–D at almost the same energy positions in their
NEXAFS spectra. However, one can still observe a few dis-
tinct differences among them. For instance, comparing with
the C60 molecule, there are more MO transitions from the
carbon 1s orbital to the unoccupied orbitals in each peak of
the NEXAFS spectra of the five C59N family members due to
their lower symmetry—C2h for (C59N)2, and Cs for other four
members.
Generally, the NEXAFS spectrum of the (C59N)+ ion re-
semble that of the C59N—both have a relatively weak and
broad peak B and a strong peak C. While the spectra of other
three molecules C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60 fall into an-
other category, in which the peak B becomes a bit stronger
than the peak C, and a very weak feature A′ between the
peaks A and B can be observed. This feature A′ as revealed
by the MO transitions in Fig. 3 is mainly due to the carbon
1s orbital to the LUMO+2. The transition 1s → LUMO + 2
however either locates at higher energies close to the peak
B in C59N, or is much weaker and locates at lower ener-
gies close to the peak A in (C59N)+. Therefore, the feature
A′ is directly related to the change of electronic structures of
the C59N molecule after removing one electron or connecting
with another atom or molecule.
We have also plotted individual contributions from the
C60 and C59N parts of the C59N–C60 molecule to its NEXAFS
spectrum, as the red and green dashed lines under the spec-
trum of the C59N–C60 in Fig. 3. One can immediately observe
similar profiles of these two individual contributions, which in
other words do not show the same profile as those of the single
C60 (Ih symmetry) and C59N molecules. Therefore, even the
C59N–C60 is a weakly bonded molecule, its electronic struc-
ture does change in such a way that could be revealed from
the spectra. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4, the arising fea-
ture A′ in the spectrum of the C60 part (bottom) and the blue-
shifted peak B in the C59N part (top) comparing, respectively,
with the single C60 and C59N molecules. It is worth point-
ing out that the peak A in the single C60 (Ih) molecule arises
from the transition of the carbon 1s orbital to the LUMO,
in which the LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 are threefold
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FIG. 3. Simulated NEXAFS (left) and XES (right) spectra at the carbon K-
edge of the C59N family members and the C60 molecule. The transitions
from the 1s to the LUMO (red bars), LUMO+1 (green bars), and LUMO+2
(blue bars) in the NEXAFS spectra of the C59N family members, and the
discrete intensities (red bars) of the NEXAFS spectrum of the C60 molecule
are also plotted under each convoluted spectrum, in which contributions from
the β-spin electrons are given as negative numbers in the C59N and C59N–
C60 molecules. The individual contributions from the C60 and C59N parts
of the C59N–C60 molecule to the NEXAFS spectrum are also given as red
and green dashed lines under the total spectrum. The discrete XES intensities
of the C59N and C59N–C60 are presented as red (α-spin) and green (β-spin,
shown as the negative numbers) bars under the convoluted XES spectra.
degenerate with t1u symmetry from ground state calculation.
Such degeneration is removed in the C59N–C60 molecule due
to its lower symmetry Cs. But does the loss of degeneration
or lower symmetry account for the arising of the feature A′ in
the C60 part of the C59N–C60 molecule? By noticing that there
is no such feature A′ in the spectrum of the C59N part of the
C59N–C60 molecule, and the appearances of A′ in the spectra
of the C59HN and (C59N)2 molecules, we could speculate that
the feature A′ in the C59N–C60 molecule should be related to
the electron transfer from the C59N part to the C60 part.
This speculation can be further confirmed by check-
ing the NEXAFS spectrum of the C60 part without electron
transfer. As shown at the bottom of Fig. 4, we present the
NEXAFS spectrum of the single C60 (Ih) molecule (solid), the
contribution from the C60 part of the C59N–C60 molecule to
its NEXAFS spectrum (dashed), and the NEXAFS spectrum
of a single C60 molecule with geometric structure taken from
the C59N–C60 molecule (dotted-dashed). Apparently, only the
spectrum of the C60 part with electron transferred from the
C59N moiety possesses the feature A′, while other two do not
produce such a feature.
We have further analyzed the contributions of symmetric
inequivalent atoms to the NEXAFS spectrum of each C59N
FIG. 4. Top: the NEXAFS spectrum at the carbon K-edge of the C59N
molecule (solid) and the individual contribution from the C59N part to the
NEXAFS spectrum of the C59N–C60 molecule (dashed). Bottom: the NEX-
AFS spectrum of the C60 molecule (solid), the individual contribution from
the C60 part of the C59N–C60 molecule (dashed), and the NEXAFS spectrum
of a single C60 molecule with geometric structure taken from the C59N–C60
molecule (dotted-dashed).
family member. However, almost all the carbon atoms show
similar NEXAFS spectral features A, B, C, and D, regardless
different C59N family members. One exception is the feature
A, which does not have the contributions from the three near-
est carbon neighbours of the nitrogen atom, C1, C2, and C′2 as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The difference of the feature A between
the spectra of the neighbours of the nitrogen and other carbons
can be well understood from their different local (chemical)
environment.
Next, we turn our focus to the XES spectra at the carbon
K-edge of these five C59N family members in the right panel
of Fig. 3, in which we also give the XES spectrum of the C60
molecule at the bottom for comparison. The discrete XES in-
tensities of the C59N and C59N–C60 molecules are also shown
as red (α-spin) and green (β-spin, shown as the negative num-
bers) bars under their convoluted XES spectra.
Unlike the NEXAFS spectra, except for the peaks A
(dominated by the MO transition from the HOMO (α spin) to
the 1s orbital of the carbon atom C1) and B (transitions from
the HOMO to the 1s orbitals of other carbon atoms) in the
C59N molecule and the peak B in the (C59N)+, we cannot see
other visible differences in the XES spectra of these five C59N
family members, and they also show quite similar XES spec-
tra to that of the C60 molecule. Therefore, although it may not
be trivial from the experimental aspect, the feature A′ in the
NEXAFS spectrum of the C59N–C60 molecule and the peaks
A and B in the XES spectrum of the C59N could be used to-
gether to examine their existences in the C60 crystalline.17
B. Nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS and XES
As regards another important family member (C59N)+
ion, it may be hard to detect its existence from the aforemen-
tioned carbon K-edge NEXAFS and XES spectra. However,
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FIG. 5. Left: simulated NEXAFS spectra (with discrete intensities before
convolution as red (α-spin) and green (β-spin) bars) at the nitrogen K-edge
of C59N, (C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60 molecules. Right: cal-
culated XES spectra at the nitrogen K-edge of these five molecules, in which
the discrete XES intensities of the C59N and C59N–C60 molecules are also
shown as red (α-spin) and green (β-spin, shown as the negative numbers)
bars under their convoluted XES spectra.
as shown in the left panel of Fig. 5, the NEXAFS spectrum
at the nitrogen K-edge could be employed to examine its ex-
istence from the very strong peak A, which comes from the
transition of nitrogen 1s to the LUMO. On the contrary, the
nitrogen 1s → LUMO transition only results in a weak shoul-
der A at lower excitation energies in the molecules C59HN,
(C59N)2 and C59N–C60. In the case of the C59N molecule,
the β-spin nitrogen 1s → LUMO transition also produces the
first peak A with moderate intensity at lower excitation en-
ergy. Although the core-hole effect is important for the un-
derstanding of NEXAFS spectra, such a difference in the ni-
trogen 1s → LUMO transition in these five molecules could
still be understood from the distribution of their LUMOs in
the ground state. We present the LUMOs of the molecules
C59N (β-spin) and (C59N)+ in Figs. 1(e) and 1(g), which
were calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G* level in the ground state.
Unlike the (C59N)2 molecule whose LUMO has strong car-
bon character,7, 8, 13, 15 the LUMOs of the C59N and (C59N)+
molecules given here also have obvious distribution around
the nitrogen atom. As such, a strong or moderate peak A could
be observed in their NEXAFS spectra. Especially, the quite
strong peak A and its relatively high excitation energy in the
(C59N)+ ion could be used as the fingerprint of its existence.
By using the information from the ground state calcula-
tions, we could also understand the XES spectra at the nitro-
gen K-edge. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 5, we can see
a clear peak A at high energy in the XES spectrum of the C59N
molecule, which arises from the transition of the HOMO (α-
spin) to the nitrogen 1s orbital. As shown in Fig. 1(d), the
HOMO (α-spin) of the C59N molecule has a strong nitrogen
character, which therefore produces an observable peak A in
its XES spectrum. However, in the case of the (C59N)+ ion,
its HOMO as shown in Fig. 1(f) has strong carbon character,
so that the transition from the HOMO to the nitrogen 1s does
not result in any observable peak in its XES spectrum. As re-
gards other three molecules, C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60,
although their HOMOs also have some nitrogen character, the
transition HOMO → nitrogen 1s happens at relatively lower
energies comparing with that of the C59N molecule. Other
noticeable features in the XES spectra include the sharp and
strong peak B in the C59N and (C59N)+ molecules, the same



















FIG. 6. Simulated NEXAFS spectra of (C59N)2 molecule at the carbon (left) and nitrogen (right) K-edge together with the experimental counterpart taken from
Ref. 13.
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strong and sharp peaks C and D in the molecules C59HN,
(C59N)2, and C59N–C60. These peaks are due to the transitions
from deeper valence orbitals to the nitrogen 1s orbital(s), and
may be used to distinguish different C59N family members.
Last but not least, we have compared our calculated
NEXAFS spectra of the (C59N)2 molecule with those from
the experiments.13 As shown in Fig. 6, the results from our
calculations are in general good agreement with the experi-
mental counterparts both at the carbon K-edge and nitrogen
K-edge. One may notice that the calculated NEXAFS spectra
are red-shifted comparing with the corresponding experimen-
tal data, as well as the inconsistent relative intensities between
the second and the third peaks at the carbon K-edge. These
could be attributed to the choice of DFT functionals used in
our calculations.54 It, therefore, expects that the hybrid func-
tional may improve the FCH potential method for the simula-
tions of NEXAFS spectra, which is however out of the scope
of the current work.
C. XPS shake-up satellites
The simulated XPS shake-up satellites at the carbon
K-edge of molecules C59N, (C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and
C59N–C60 are given in Fig. 7, together with those of the C60
molecule at the bottom (with the discrete intensities as red
bars). It should be noted that the XPS shake-up satellites of
the (C59N)+ ion have been shifted −3.15 eV so that its ob-
servable XPS main line after convolution locates at the same
energy position as that of the C59HN molecule. The XPS main
lines of all symmetric inequivalent carbon atoms are shown as
red bars under each spectrum of the C59N family members, in
which the contributions from β-spin electrons are plotted as
negative numbers and green bars in the C59N and C59N–C60
molecules.
It is clear that the XPS shake-up satellites of the C59N
family members display quite different profiles comparing
with those of the C60 molecule, indicating the change of elec-
tronic structures (or more exactly the valence orbitals) after
replacing one carbon atom with the nitrogen atom. We also
notice that even the individual contributions from the C60 part
of the C59N–C60 molecule—denoted as the red dashed line at
the top panel—are different from the XPS shake-up satellites
of a single C60 molecule, which again confirms the change of
valence orbitals of the C60 moiety in the C59N–C60 molecule.
Among the XPS shake-up satellites of these five C59N
family members, except for the energy shift of the (C59N)+
ion, others show quite similar profiles with noticeable peaks
A and B close to the XPS main line. In Table I, we have as-
signed the dominant contributions to the peaks A and B in
these five molecules. It is interesting that except for the peak
B in the C59N and (C59N)+ molecules which are due to the
shake-up processes, the dominant contributions to the peaks
A and B in these five molecules are indeed the XPS main
lines of the atoms C1, C2, and C3. From Figs. 1(a) and 1(c),
it is clear that the atom C2 (sp2-like) is connected to the ni-
trogen atom, while the atoms C1 (connected to the nitrogen
atom) and C3 (in the C59N–C60) are more sp3-like carbons in
the molecules C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60. As such, it is
−
FIG. 7. Simulated XPS shake-up satellites at the carbon K-edge of C59N,
(C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60 molecules, together with those
of C60 molecule at the bottom (discrete intensities before convolution are
given as red bars). The XPS main lines of all symmetric inequivalent carbon
atoms are also shown as red bars under each XPS shake-up spectrum of the
C59N family members, in which contributions from the β-spin electrons are
plotted as green bars in the C59N and C59N–C60 molecules. The individual
contributions from the C60 and C59N parts of the C59N–C60 molecule to the
XPS shake-up satellites spectrum are also given as red and green dashed lines
under the total spectrum.
not surprising that their binding energies are a bit higher than
those of other carbon atoms. We notice however that the bind-
ing energy of the C1 atom (sp2-like) in the C59N molecule is
still close to the XPS main line, while it changes to a bit higher
TABLE I. Assignments of the carbon K-edge XPS shake-up satellites of the
C59N family members.
A B
C59N C2: 291.245 eV (α) . . . a
C2: 291.228 eV (β)
(C59N)+ C1: 294.744 eV . . . a
C2: 294.542 eV
C59HN C2: 291.058 eV C1: 292.100 eV
(C59N)2 C2: 291.000 eV C1: 292.028 eV
C59N–C60 C2: 290.933 eV (α) C1: 291.968 eV (α)
C2: 290.925 eV (β) C1: 291.923 eV (β)
C3: 291.007 eV (α)
C3: 291.019 eV (β)
aXPS shake-up satellites contributed from several carbon atoms.
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FIG. 8. Simulated XPS shake-up satellites at the nitrogen K-edge and the
discrete intensities before convolution (red bars) of C59N, (C59N)+, C59HN,
(C59N)2, and C59N–C60 molecules. The contributions from the β-spin elec-
trons in the C59N and C59N–C60 molecules are also shown as green bars
under the spectra.
value 294.744 eV in the (C59N)+ ion, but which is still sp2-
like and contributes to the peak A.
To briefly summarize, the replacement of one carbon
atom with the nitrogen atom results in at least two sp2-like
carbons C1 and C2 with different local electronic structures
comparing with other carbons. The binding energy of the
atom C2 is blue-shifted around 1 eV to the XPS main line,
while that of the atom C1 does not change in the C59N
molecule. However, after removing one electron ((C59N)+
ion), or connected to other atoms (like hydrogen) or large
molecules (such as C59N and C60), the local electronic struc-
tures of the C1 atom changes a lot (it becomes an sp3-
like carbon in the C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60 molecules)
and that therefore results in a large blue-shifted binding
energy—around 1.5 eV in the (C59N)+ ion and ∼2 eV in other
three molecules comparing with their XPS main line.
The changes of electronic structures can also be revealed
from the nitrogen K-edge XPS shake-up satellites. As shown
in Fig. 8, the XPS main line has gained a large blue-shifted
after the C59N loses one electron becoming the (C59N)+ ion.
Moreover, the peak A is more close to the main line in
the (C59N)+ molecule. In the case of other three molecules
C59HN, (C59N)2, and C59N–C60, the distinctive difference is
their quite weak peak A comparing with the C59N molecule.
Therefore, the nitrogen K-edge XPS shake-up satellites pro-
vide a useful technique to detect the existence of the C59N
and (C59N)+ molecules, which can also be used to distinguish
them from other C59N family members.
In Table II, we have also assigned the main contributions
to the peaks A and B in the nitrogen K-edge XPS shake-up
satellites of these five C59N family members, which could be
useful for further experimental studies. It is obvious that ex-
cept for the C59N and C59HN, the peak B also involves exci-
tations from deeper valence orbitals in other three molecules.
Finally, we present in Fig. 9 our calculated XPS shake-
up satellites of the (C59N)2 molecule and the experimental
data14 at the carbon K-edge, in which the calculated spec-
trum has been shifted by lining up its observable main line
to that of the experimental data at 0 eV. It is a bit surpris-
ing that our calculated results are in excellent agreement with
the experimental counterpart. In particular, our results directly
show that the first two peaks close to the main line originate
respectively from the ionizations of atoms C2 (and C′2) and
C1 in Fig. 1(a) as well as their symmetric equivalent atoms
on another C59N moiety, which confirms the conclusions in
Ref. 14. One may notice however that the calculated spec-
trum is in general weaker than the experimental one after
4 eV. The neglect of the configuration interaction in the ECH-
KS method will lose some details in the XPS shake satel-
lites, which may account for the disagreement between the
experimental and theoretical results. However, from our pre-
vious experience in the studies of the XPS shake-up satellites
of fullerene C60 and single-walled carbon nanotubes,29 the
stronger intensities around 4–7 eV in the experiment may be
due to the inelastic scattering of the photoelectrons between
TABLE II. Assignments of the nitrogen K-edge XPS shake-up satellites of the C59N family members.
A B
C59N HOMO → LUMO + 2 (α) HOMO − 5 → LUMO + 2 (α)
(C59N)+ HOMO − 4 → LUMO HOMO − 13 → LUMO
C59HN HOMO → LUMO + 2 HOMO → LUMO + 6
HOMO − 5 → LUMO + 2
(C59N)2 HOMO → LUMO + 9 HOMO − 6 → LUMO + 8
HOMO − 5 → LUMO + 2 HOMO − 18 → LUMO + 2
C59N–C60 HOMO → LUMO + 7 (α) HOMO − 6 → LUMO + 9 (α)
HOMO − 6 → LUMO + 2 (α) HOMO − 19 → LUMO + 2 (α)
HOMO − 4 → LUMO + 2 (β) HOMO − 5 → LUMO + 9 (β)
HOMO − 5 → LUMO + 2 (β) HOMO − 18 → LUMO + 3 (β)
HOMO − 5 → LUMO + 3 (β)
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 and another symmetric
equivalent atom
FIG. 9. Calculated XPS shake-up satellites of (C59N)2 molecule at the car-
bon K-edge and the experimental results taken from Ref. 14. The calculated
results have been shifted so that the observable main line from calculations is
at 0 eV to be able to compare with the experimental counterpart.
the (C59N)2 molecules during measurement, which could ar-
tificially increase the intensities of the shake-up spectrum in
this energy range.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have in the present work demonstrated the usefulness
of core-hole excitation spectra—NEXAFS, XES, and XPS
shake-up satellites—in the study of the azafullerene C59N and
its derivatives (C59N)+, C59HN, (C59N)2 and the newly found
heterodimer C59N–C60.17 These spectra in general provide us
detailed information of the unoccupied and occupied molec-
ular orbitals of interested systems. For instance, the peak A′
around 284.5 eV in the carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of
the heterodimer C59N–C60 (see Figs. 3 and 4) indicates the
electron transfer from the C59N part to the C60 part in the het-
erodimer. Therefore, even as a weakly bonded molecule, the
C59N–C60 molecule does not show much similarities to its
parent fullerene cages C59N and C60 in the electronic struc-
tures and different core-hole excitation spectra.
To distinguish the azafullerene C59N and its different
derivatives, the nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS, XES, and XPS
shake-up satellites spectra in general can be used. In partic-
ular with the help from theoretical simulations, we can gain
in-depth understanding of the individual peaks in the experi-
mental spectra and their relationships with the electronic and
geometric structures of the investigated molecules.
The good agreement between our simulated results and
available experimental data validates the use of the full
core-hole potential and Kohn-Sham methods to predict the
NEXAFS spectra and the use of our developed ECH-KS
approach29 for the simulations of the XPS shake-up satel-
lites of the azafullerene C59N and its different derivatives. In
particular, the latter will be served as an efficient and accu-
rate computational approach for the studies of XPS shake-up
satellites in large-scale molecules.
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